
Tips for Supporting Learning and Monitoring 
Progress with Lexia 

 Schedule time for learning.  
When learners log in to Core5, they'll see a 
personalized weekly goal on their dashboard. 
Try to set a schedule that will help your child 
reach this target each week. 
It is not recommended that your child spends 
much more time than their weekly goal for 
the week, and to break up the time into 
chunks of 10-20 minutes a session 
 

 Set up for success. Core5 supports your 
child’s learning with audio directions, 
questions, and instruction. Try to provide a quiet space for learning, and check the 
volume before each session. (Headphones can be helpful but aren’t necessary).   
  

 Check in and track progress. 
 It's important to let your child work in Core5 without help from parents, siblings 

or other caregivers. Core5 is designed to give support and instruction that helps 
students when they need it. Encourage your child to keep trying—learning takes 
time! 
  

 Remind your child to work through an entire 
unit before moving on to another activity or 
leaving the program. The green bar at the 
bottom of the screen fills from left to right to 
show progress in each unit. When your child is 
ready to log out, select the X in the upper right 
corner to exit out of the activity, the selection 
screen, and the dashboard. 

 
 

 When your child logs in or logs out, take a look 
at the Student Dashboard together. Talk about 
the progress your child is making toward their 
time goal and the number of units they've 
completed.  Units should take your child about 5 
minutes to complete. 

 
 
 



 Select the Log Out button on the next screen to fully 
log out of the program.  Be sure your child fully logs 
out of the program every time for minutes to calculate 
correctly. 
 

 
 
 

 Watch the teacher information apple icon in the bottom left corner of the screen. 
This apple will turn red if your child is struggling with an activity or concept.  

 If you notice your child struggling, 
they may need additional support 
to work through a particular 
literacy skill.  

 If you are in contact with your 
child’s teacher, ask how you can 
support student learning or how to 
use any materials that have been 
provided.  

 You may also ask your child move 
on to a different Core5 activity. 
Making progress in another literacy 
skill may support your child's 
understanding of other skills. 

 
 While mistakes are part of the learning process, we recommend these three checks to 

avoid frustration: 
 Check the technology. Is the volume loud enough? 

If your child is using headphones, are they 
working? 

 Check for understanding. Does your child know the 
directions and how the task functions? Share 
the Core5 Buttons Guide with your child to remind 
them about the tools they can use if they need 
help. If young learners are having trouble 
understanding how to do an activity, it may be 
helpful to explain the directions in your own 
words. 

 Check for rushing or guessing. Encourage your child to take their time before 
choosing an answer. 
 

 Celebrate success! 
 A lot of hard work goes into completing a Core5 level, and it's always an exciting 

time for children—be sure to celebrate along with them!  


